
Raining Rocks 
 
Once upon a time, there was a little town in the mountains called Swisstown.  One 
winter, a villager taking a walk in the hills finds a man lying in the snow—he has been hit 
by a falling rock.  The villager, being a very caring person, uses their jacket to bandage 
the injured man and carries him back down to the village. 
 
The next day two more people are hit by falling rocks, and they are rescued by other 
villagers.  The next day, four people are hurt, then eight, then twenty.  Life becomes 
dangerous for all villagers because rocks keep falling down.  A few villagers sneak up the 
mountain and discover that the rocks are being thrown by a millionaire,  Filthy 
Richbanks and his friends, who hope to build a luxurious hotel and golf course in 
Swisstown.  They are throwing the rocks hoping to get rid of the villagers so they can 
take over the land. 
 
The Red Cross shows up in town.  They set up a huge rescue operation.  They set up a 
clinic to heal the injured, send dogs to find injured people who are lost outside, a shelter 
for those whose homes are destroyed and social workers to help people deal with the 
traumatic effects of the falling rocks.  Finally, the Red Cross makes a giant net to place 
over Swisstown to stop the rocks from falling. 
 
One day, the net breaks and rocks fall on the village, injuring hundreds and destroying 
homes, schools, and stores.  The Red Cross is working furiously to heal people and 
provide shelter.  From then on, rescue work becomes an important part of the villagers’ 
lives.  Everyone becomes involved in helping those hurt by the falling rocks. 
 
Three months later at a town meeting, a group of villagers get together to make a 
proposal.  They are sick and tired of the failing rocks, of their people being hurt, and 
they want to change the situation.  They propose that the villagers unite and go up the 
mountain to demand that Filthy Richbanks stop dropping the rocks. 
 
The mayor and other politicians disagree, saying Swisstown needs everyone to stay in 
town and keep the rescue effort going.  If anyone leaves, they might not be able to 
continue tending to those injured by rocks.  The town is split in two groups---those 
who want to stay and keep the rescue effort going, and those who want to march up 
the mountain and confront Filthy Richbanks. 
 


